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A release candidate of version 1.1 of gwreports, geekwright Reports, a MySQL reporting tools
for XOOPS, is available for testing. You can download it here:
https://sourceforge.net/projects/gwreports/files/gwreports_v1_1/

This is a RELEASE CANDIDATE for testing, not general production use.

In addition to bug fixes, version 1.1 adds the following features:

A new auto-complete parameter type that allows you to specify a simple query that returns
possible values for a parameter. When the report user enters a partial value for the parameter,
the system will respond with a selection list of possible matches using jQuery UI autocomplete.
(prototyped by KS Tan)

Report sections can now include a data tools option which adds the jQuery UI dataTables plugin
to the report display. This enables column sorting, value filtering and pagination. (prototyped by
KS Tan)

French language support. (supplied by Philippe Masson)

And last but not least, XOOPS 2.5+ Blue Move and ModuleAdmin compatibility.

A demo report featuring the new auto-complete and data tools features can be found here:
http://geekwright.com/modules/gwreports/report_view.php?rid=2

As always, any and all feedback is greatly appreciated.
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